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Abstract 
 
Introduction  During the care of incapacitated patients, physicians, and medical residents 
discuss treatment options and gain consent to treat through healthcare surrogates.  The purpose 
of this study is to ascertain medical residents’ knowledge of healthcare consent laws, 
application during clinical practice, and appraise the education residents received regarding 
surrogate decision making laws.  
     
Methods  Beginning in February of 2018, 35 of 113 medical residents working with patients 
within Indiana completed a survey.  The survey explored medical residents’ knowledge of 
health care surrogate consent laws utilized in Indiana hospitals and Veterans Affairs (VA) 
hospitals via clinical vignettes.  
  
Results  Only 22.9% of medical residents knew the default state law in Indiana did not have a 
hierarchy for settling disputes among surrogates.  Medical residents correctly identified which 
family members could participate in medical decisions 86% of the time.  Under the Veterans 
Affairs surrogate law, medical residents correctly identified appropriate family members or 
friends 50% of the time and incorrectly acknowledged the chief decision makers during a 
dispute 30% of the time.  All medical residents report only having little or some knowledge of 
surrogate decision making laws with only 43% having remembered receiving surrogate 
decision making training during their residency.  
  
Conclusions These findings demonstrate that medical residents lack understanding of 
surrogate decision making laws.  In order to ensure medical decisions are made by the 
appropriate surrogates and patient autonomy is upheld, an educational intervention is required 
to train medical residents about surrogate decision making laws and how they are used in 
clinical practice.   
 
      
      
Key words: surrogate decision making; advance care planning; ethics; resident education; 
medical education 
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Introduction 

Medical surrogate decision makers become necessary when a patient is incapacitated and 

unable to communicate their own medical decisions.1,2  More than half of all hospitalized older 

adults require the assistance of a surrogate. 3  Surrogates are identified prospectively by the 

patient through a health care power of attorney or health care representative form.4,5  If there is 

no form naming a surrogate, physicians utilize default state health care consent laws to identify 

the appropriate medical decision maker.4,5  Studies indicate that more than two thirds of 

patients rely on default state health care consent laws to identify their surrogate medical 

decision maker.6  In most instances, physicians are charged with implementing health care 

consent laws by identifying the appropriate surrogate for incapacitated patients.7   

 

Although physicians must identify appropriate surrogates, fewer than half of physicians are 

able to correctly identify the legal surrogate medical decision maker.5 Additionally, only 15% 

of physicians are able to identify who the final surrogate decision maker would be in the event 

that multiple surrogates are unable to reach a consensus on the course of medical treatment.5 

Physicians report delay in providing care when they were unable to identify the legal 

healthcare decision maker.8 During clinical practice, medical residents are often the first 

clinician to interact with patients, and thus, often face the task of identifying the appropriate 

surrogate medical decision makers.   

 

In order to identify the appropriate surrogate, medical residents require knowledge of the 

specific health care consent laws in the state where they are practicing.  Medical residents 

report that their clinical medical education programs are not providing adequate training or 
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mentoring in this area.9 Training that they do receive focuses on how to communicate with 

surrogates and not on how to identify the appropriate surrogate medical decision maker.10,11   

This lack of education may leave medical residents unprepared to appropriately identify the 

person or persons who should legally be making medical decisions for the incapacitated 

patient. 11   

 

This study is among the first to measure medical residents’ knowledge of surrogate decision 

making laws and the implementation of surrogate laws during clinical practice.  The purpose of 

the study is twofold.  The first objective is to determine whether medical residents receive 

specific education about surrogate decision making laws. The study’s second purpose is to 

assess medical residents’ knowledge and ability to apply both federal laws of the Veteran 

Affairs Association (VA) and default state laws as appropriate to the clinical setting. 

 

Methods 

A cross sectional study of Indiana medical residents electronically administered surveys 

assessing knowledge of the use surrogate decision making laws during clinical practice.    The 

participants were residents in Emergency Medicine or Internal Medicine/ Pediatrics.  These 

specialties were selected because they have an increased likelihood that they will need to 

utilize the default state law to identify surrogates.  A list of 113 medical residents from 

Emergency Medicine and Internal Medicine/ Pediatric programs in Indiana was obtained 

through the program directors.   
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The survey was electronically administered using a REDCap.  The survey and subsequent 

reminders were emailed one time per week over the course of three weeks.  All participants’ 

information was de-identified.  The survey consisted of demographic information, and 

vignettes which were designed to measure resident knowledge about surrogate decision making 

laws based on Indiana default health care consent laws and Federal laws governing the Veteran 

Affairs Administration clinic and hospitals.  Additionally, the survey asked medical residents 

to self-report their perceived knowledge of the health care consent surrogate laws and whether 

they received specific education about surrogate decision making laws during their training. 

 

All responses were coded in REDCap, exported via CSV file and imported into IBM-SPSS 

version 24.  Descriptive statistics were utilized in analyzing demographic information, medical 

residents’ knowledge and the amount of prior education they received about surrogate decision 

making laws.  Chi-square analysis was used to determine if a relationship existed between: 1) 

receiving education in Indiana, 2) type of residency and 3) year in the program to the accuracy 

of the vignette answers.  The University IRB approved this study with exempt status. 

 

Results 

Thirty-five medical residents completed the survey; a response rate of 31%.  The majority of 

study participants were female (57%) and were in a combined internal medicine and pediatric 

residency (54%) (Table 1).  The majority of the medical residents surveyed were in their 

second (40%) and third (31%) year of residency (Table 1).  More than half of these medical 

residents now practicing in Indiana received their medical education outside the state of 

Indiana (69%). 
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Only 26% of medical residents demonstrated the correct knowledge about who could legally 

serve as a surrogate medical decision maker under state law.  Additionally, only 23% of 

medical residents were able to identify who the final decision maker would be under state law 

in the event that multiple surrogates could not reach a consensus on medical decisions.  No 

medical residents were able to correctly identify all persons who could legitimately serve as a 

surrogate for patients in the Veterans Affairs (VA) Hospital system (Table 2).   However, 46% 

of medical residents were able to correctly identify that a patient’s spouse has final decision 

making abilities in the VA system (Table 2).  No relationships were found between where 

medical education was received (p=0.76), the type or year of residency (p=0.14) to the 

resident’s correct application of the state default laws or federal VA laws. 

 

All medical residents reported that they had only some (20%) or low knowledge (80%) of 

Indiana’s health care consent law (Table3).  Less than half (43%) of medical residents reported 

that they received formal education on surrogate decision making laws during their clinical 

training while in residency.  Of those residents who received training on surrogate decision 

making, 60% report that the training was didactic, 45% report training was received at the 

bedside, and 15% were self-taught (Table 3).   

 

Discussion 

Most medical residents do not know who can legal serve as a surrogate nor can they 

appropriately apply surrogate decision making laws during clinical practice in either Indiana 

Hospitals or Federal laws at Veteran Affairs Hospitals. Medical residents in this study 
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indicated the type of education received regarding proxy decision making laws was primarily 

didactic.  The literature on medical residents’ perception of end of life family decision making 

education indicates didactic presentation alone may not be the optimal method for training.  

Medical residents describe didactic education as not meaningful11 or impactful.12 Third year 

medical residents, in a qualitative study, reported there was some importance to prior 

classroom preparation; however, it did not compare to the knowledge gained from clinical 

experience.13 Based on the medical resident perception of didactic learning, education of 

surrogate decision making laws could be initiated with on-line jurisprudence modules or 

lecture format but is best supported by a clinical environment focused on ensuring that 

surrogates decision making laws are followed.   

  

Medical residents lack knowledge of Indiana adult state default surrogate laws and federal VA 

hospital laws. Having a combined internal medicine/ pediatric residency may present 

additional challenges in having to know both adult and minor surrogate laws.  This can also be 

true for emergency medicine residents, who could be face with incapacitated adult and minor 

patients.  Prior research has shown attending physicians demonstrate similar inadequacies in 

their knowledge and application of both Indiana adult state and federal VA hospital systems’ 

surrogate decision making laws.5  Clinical education of physicians needs to assist with 

developing effective ways to teach medical residents how to determine who can speak for the 

incapacitated patient and the hierarchical order to handle disputes.  It would behoove 

physicians and medical residents to be emerged in a more focused environment to gain clinical 

experience with identifying appropriate decision makers and the hierarchy in case of disputes.  

Focused Learning environments have been effective in increasing medical resident attempts to 
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discuss advance care directive with patients.14 This environment could be created by educating 

clinical staff (NP, MD, DO) and medical residents regarding state and federal surrogate 

decision making laws.   

  

Another option is to utilize online jurisprudence modules to improve physicians’ and residents’ 

knowledge.  Mandatory state jurisprudence modules followed by an exam could be used for all 

physicians and residents applying for initial licensure in each state and with subsequent 

physician licensure renewals.  With the enactment of new laws the modules would be updated 

keeping physicians informed of current state practice.  As of 2016, forty-five states and three 

US territories require continued medical education for renewal of MD/ DO license.15  Some 

state licensure boards list required topics; the most common are: pain management and 

dependency, recognition of abuse and how to report (child and elderly), and cultural 

competence.  Only Florida, for Doctor of Osteopathy, lists at first renewal one hour of 

professional and medical ethics and one hour of Florida laws and rules.15  

 

This study has several limitations.  During the time of this study, Indiana state default health 

care consent law, was described as having a narrow construction.16,17  Therefore, our findings 

may only be transferable to states with similarly restrictive surrogate laws versus those states 

that allow broader representation.  Although the state law used in this study was considered 

restrictive, the VA was included in this study and the federal law used at the VA is considered 

broad and inclusive. Additionally, the finding that residents do not know and cannot apply 

state law during clinical practice also held true at the VA, under the federal law. The second 

limitation is that residents in our sample were from urban hospitals and represented two 
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specialties: internal medicine/ pediatric and emergency medicine residents.  The 

generalizability of our finding to medical residents might be limited to those practicing in a 

similar residency and setting.  The low response rates present the possibility of sampling bias 

as the respondents may have responded to the survey because they were either very knowledge 

on the subject or because they realized they had no knowledge. Although there is the 

possibility of sampling bias, the results of this survey are in alignment with prior studies which 

found a similar low level of knowledge of surrogate health care law.3,5,16,17  Lastly the residents 

were asked to recall the education they received during residency about surrogate decision 

making laws.  This response relies on the medical residents’ ability to remember incidents of 

education.  Nevertheless, if there were instances of education regarding surrogate decision 

making laws, they were minimally memorable and residents’ ability to apply this knowledge 

shows the education was minimally meaningful.   

 

Conclusion 

This study offers insight into medical residents’ lack of knowledge about identifying surrogate 

medical decision makers.  The findings suggest that medical residents would benefit from 

deliberately devised clinical education, in the classroom, at the bedside, and during continuing 

medical education regarding surrogate decision making laws.  An education intervention is 

required and future endeavors should focus on teaching surrogate decision making laws to 

medical residents that are applicable and transferable to the clinical setting.  This will ensure 

medical decisions are made by the legally designated appropriate surrogates and patient 

autonomy is upheld.  
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Table 1: Demographics of Medical Residents 
Specialty n(%) 
Emergency Medicine  16(45.7) 
         Combined Internal and Pediatrics Program 19(54.3) 
Years in training  
PGY-1 5(14.3) 
PGY-2 14(40) 
PGY-3 11(31.4)  
PGY-4 5(14.3) 
Gender 
Male 15(42.9) 
Female 20(57.1) 
Location of Medical School 
California 3(8.6) 
Illinois 5(14.3) 
Indiana 10(28.5) 
Kentucky 1(2.9) 
Maryland 1(2.9) 
Michigan 1(2.9) 
Minnesota 1(2.9) 
Nebraska 1(2.9) 
Ohio 4(11.4) 
Tennessee 1(2.9) 
Texas 2(5.7) 
Virginia 1(2.9) 
Wisconsin 2(5.7) 
Dominican Republic 1(2.9) 
 
 
Table 2 Frequency which Medical Residents Believed Surrogate was Legal. 

Items State Law 
n(%) 

Federal Law of Veterans Association 
n(%) 

Married Spouse 34(97.1) a 34(97.1) a 
Parent 30(85.7) a 31(88.6) a 
Adult Grandchild 16(45.7) a 19(54.3) a 
Adult Niece 7(20) 7(20) a 
Close Friend 0(0.0) 0(0.0) a 
None of the above 1(2.9) 1(2.9) 
a This is the correct answer 
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Table 3 Medical Residents Reported Knowledge of Surrogate decision making 
Item No knowledge 

n(%) 
Low Knowledge 
n(%) 

Some Knowledge 
n(%) 

High Knowledge 
n(%) 

Level of 
knowledge of 
surrogate 
decision making 
laws 

0(0.0) 7(20) 28(80) 0(0.0) 

 Yes n(%) No n(%) I don’t remember n(%) 
Report receiving 
training in 
surrogate 
decision during 
residency 

15(42.9) 11(31.4) 9(25.7) 

 Didactic 
n(%) 

Bedside 
n(%) 

Self-taught 
n(%) 

Other 
n(%) 

Types of training 
received by 
medical 
residents who 
reported training 

12(60) b 9(45) b 3(15) b 1(5) b 

b n is out of 20 participants who responded  
 
 
 


